A Credit to The Farm

It takes many hands to keep a farm alive and viable.

From the beginning, Borders Farm Preservation has been blessed with extraordinary “Farmhands” with vision, means and devotion to establish and maintain a lasting dream: The perpetual preservation of a quinscential working farm. The kind of which have for centuries at-once woven the fabric of New England’s landscape and vitally grounded its economy.

Herein we gratefully recognize many of those who have played an important role in the ongoing legacy that is Borders Farm.

Founders
Charles and Margery Borders

Founding Trustees
Charles Borders, President
George Dixon, Vice President
Russell Dannecker, Treasurer
Helen Hardy, Secretary
Charles Goucher, Director
John Howard, Director
Linda Tibbetts, Director
Michael Sullivan, Director

Initial Enabling Organizations
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management
Rhode Island Agricultural Land Preservation Commission
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
The Nature Conservancy, and the Champlin Foundations

Initial Vision and Work Product Support